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6.7.  REFRIGERATED DISPLAY CASES , LINE “W-PVK”

A refrigerated display case, series W-PVK, is the latest product manufactured  
by COLD Company. This is an extremely light case, endowed with excellent proportions, 
designed for self-service shops.

Manufactured either with a generating set or is adapted to an external supply 
system. Can be arranged in lines.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

Refrigerated display case “W-PVK” - depth 1200 mm, height 830 mm

- full base
- leg with generating set
- leg without generating  set (for external supply)

ANOThER OPTION TO BE SPECIFIED IN ANY ORDER IS ThE BASE:
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Cooling
Condensing  unit
Refrigerant
Nominal voltage
Defrosting 
Interior temperature range

Window panel
Working top 
Internal illumination

Sides 
Insulation 
Exposition area  
Extra finishing options

Arrangement in line

-   dynamic 
-   DANFOSS (Germany)
-   R 507
-   230V 50Hz
-   automatic
-   +2°C do +8 °C (at ambient temperature   
    +25°C and relative humidity. 60%)
-   curved, hardened
-   stainless steel  or granite
-   OSRAM fluorescent lamps ( meat, cured   
    meat or dairy products) Illumination in   
    the lower part of the case frame
-   PU foam insulated stuff
-   rigid PU foam
-   acidproof, stainless sheet
-   night time covers, dynamic cooling (air
    supply), bread/cheese board,
    customer’s shelve (rail), paper bin, knife  
    holder, scales shelf, granite work 
    surface, socket.
–  adaptation

INSTALLATION ChARACTERISTIC

TABLE 6.7-1

COLOURING IF DECORATIVE AND FINIShING ELEMENTS
Exemplary colors for case frame:
- red, blue, green, yellow
Stop profiles can be supplied in the following colors:
- black, grey

NOTES
In any order please specify the case symbol from the respective table field, and underline 
clearly the color of decorative and finishing details.
Please also indicate the type of the cooling system:
- dynamic cooling system (ventilated) - W-PVK
- static cooling system (natural) - W-PSK
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